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ABSTRACT Blockchain (e.g., Bitcoin and Ethereum) has drawn much attention and has been widely-

deployed in recent years. However, blockchain scalability is emerging as a challenging issue. This paper

outlines the existing solutions to blockchain scalability, which can be classified into two categories: first

layer and second layer solutions. First layer solutions propose modifications to the blockchain (i.e., changing

the blockchain structure, such as block size) while second layer solutions propose mechanisms that are

implemented outside of the blockchain. In particular, we focus on sharding as a promising first layer

solution to the scalability issue; the basic idea behind sharding is to divide the blockchain network into

multiple committees, each processing a separate set of transactions. More specifically, (a) we propose a

taxonomy based on committee formation and intra-committee consensus; and (b) we compare the main

existing sharding-based blockchain protocols. We also present a performance-based comparative analysis

(i.e., throughput and latency), of the advantages, and disadvantages in existing scalability solutions.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain, scalability, sharding, first layer solutions, second layer solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Blockchain technology has been widely used

in almost all industry segments, including the healthcare

sector [24], [25], cryptocurrencies [1], [17], artificial intelli-

gence [22], [23], the government sector [28], [29], internet

of things [26], [27], and others [30]. Every one of these

segments benefit from Blockchain’s transparent, decentral-

ized, immutable, and fully distributed peer-to-peer architec-

ture that records digital assets (e.g., transactions). Despite

these attractive characteristics, one of the key limitations of

blockchain is scalability; indeed, the number of transactions

that can be processed per second is small and insufficient

(e.g., up to 7 for Bitcoin [1] and 15 for Ethereum [17]).

This is unacceptable for most traditional centralized payment

systems that require 1000s of transactions per second (tx/s);

as a comparison, Visa handles an average of 1700 tx/s [32].

Generally, scalability is not well-defined in the litera-

ture. However, the scalability trilemma is well-known in

blockchain; it was first described by Vitalik Buterin, the co-

founder of Ethereum [38]. Vitalik states that trade-offs are

inevitable between three important properties: decentraliza-

tion, scalability, and security (see Figure 1). Decentralization
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FIGURE 1. The scalability trilemma.

is the core and the nature of blockchain, security is an

essential propriety, whereas scalability is the main challenge.

In other words, the scalability trilemma states that we can

only have two out of either decentralization, scalability or

security (i.e., we can pick just one side of the triangle shown

in Figure 1; thus, trade-offs are almost inevitable). The key

challenge is to achieve scalability, security, and decentraliza-

tion at the same time. Several solutions to the scalability issue

have been proposed in the literature, such as sharding [20],

Directed Acyclic Graph [84], and Lightning Network [36].

In this paper, we survey existing blockchain scalability

solutions. These solutions can be classified into two cat-

egories: First layer solutions (e.g., sharding [20], bigger

blocks [56], and DAG [80], [85], [86]) and second layer

solutions (e.g., payment channels [36], [40], and side chains

[35], [72]). In particular, we focus on solutions that use
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FIGURE 2. Taxonomy and comparison of blockchain scalability solutions.

the concept of sharding, given that it is one of the most

promising solutions to the scalability problem. The basic

idea behind sharding is to divide the network into subsets,

called shards/committees. Throughout the paper, we will use

the terms shard and committee interchangeably. Each com-

mittee will be working on a different set of transactions,

rather than the entire network processing the same transac-

tions. We present a taxonomy in which we classify sharding-

based blockchain protocols based on committee formation

and intra-committee consensus; we also analyze the security

of these protocols by computing the failure probability for

one committee and for each epoch (i.e., one sharding round).

Furthermore, the paper presents a detailed comparison of

existing scalability solutions, incorporating each of their

advantages and disadvantages. Figure 2 shows a summary

of our taxonomy and comparison of blockchain scalability

solutions.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as

follows:

• We overview blockchain scalability and we provide a

general taxonomy to classify existing blockchain scal-

ability solutions;

• We survey and compare sharding-based blockchain pro-

tocols (more than the ones reported in [19]–[21]);
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• We analyze the security of sharding-based blockchain

protocols and we investigate the trade-off between secu-

rity and performance (throughput) based on the failure

probability and years to fail;

• We present a detailed comparison of existing solutions

of scalability based on their performances (i.e., through-

put, latency), advantages, and disadvantages.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

introduces blockchain scalability and presents definitions and

notations used in the subsequent sections. Section III presents

sharding first layer solution. Section IV presents other first

layer scalability solutions. Section V presents second layer

scalability solutions. Section VI presents a comparative anal-

ysis of scalability solutions. Section VII compares our paper

with existing surveys. Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. SCALABILITY & NOTATIONS

In this section, we introduce blockchain scalability. Then,

we present definitions and notations that are used in the rest

of the paper.

A. SCALABILITY

The objective of existing blockchain scalability solutions is

to process a high number of transactions per second (i.e.,

throughput) without sacrificing security and decentralization

[45], [46]. Indeed, we can considerably increase the through-

put, but we will lose in terms of decentralization (which is

a key characteristic of blockchain) [45], [46]. To be more

specific, several factors impact blockchain scalability; these

factors include, in addition to the throughput, storage, cost,

and latency:

• Throughput: It is the number of confirmed transactions

per second. In public blockchains, the throughput is too

small (e.g., up to 7 tx/s for bitcoin and up to 15 tx/s for

Ethereum [17]) compared to other systems (e.g., up to

1700 tx/s for Visa and up to 193 tx/s for Paypal).

• Storage: If all transactions are recorded in blockchain,

its size will considerably increase. Indeed, Figures 3, 4,

and 5 show that as the total number of confirmed trans-

actions per day for Bitcoin from 2019 to 2020 increases

(Figure 3), the average block size in megabytes (MB)

increases (Figure 4), yielding in an increase in the total

size of the blockchain (Figure 5). The blockchain size of

Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), and Litecoin (LTC) are

305.23GB, 222.58GB, and 28.45GB, respectively [47].

This will create a great demand on storage and increase

the time needed to download the blockchain.

• Cost: Once a transaction is confirmed, the user pays

transaction fees to the miner (i.e., node that created the

block where the transaction is included). Thus, it will be

much cheaper for the user to conduct as many transac-

tions as possible outside of the blockchain and then later

record them as one transaction.

• Latency (Aka Confirmation Time): The time between

submitting a transaction to the blockchain and the first

confirmation of acceptance by the blockchain. As more

FIGURE 3. The total number of confirmed transactions per day for Bitcoin
from 2009 to 2020 [48].

FIGURE 4. The average block size in MB for Bitcoin from 2009 to
2020 [48].

FIGURE 5. The total blockchain size minus the database indexes in
megabytes (MB) for Bitcoin from 2009 to 2020 [48].

users thus generate a greater amount of transactions,

the verification time increases; each transaction requires

peer-to-peer verification. For instance, Bitcoin is cur-

rently mining one block every 10 minutes, ensuring that

the confirmation time is higher.

B. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS

Table 1 shows the list of symbols and variables that are used

to describe the security analysis of sharding protocols.

1) DEFINITIONS

Definition 1 (Failure Probability): The probability of

the malicious nodes exceeding their limit in the netwok/

commitee (i.e., maximum percentage of nodes/validators that

can act in a malicious manner, such as, in the case of

Elastico [4], where the limit is 25% of the nodes in the

network).
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TABLE 1. Notations.

Definition 2 (Committee Resiliency): The maximum num-

ber of malicious nodes that the committee is able to contain

while still being secure.

Definition 3 (Total Resiliency): The maximum number of

malicious nodes that the whole network is able to contain

while still being secure.

Definition 4 (Merkle Tree): A mechanism for hashing a

large piece of data, which operates as shown below:

• Use a partition function to split the data, denoted

by D, into chunks D1, . . . ,Dn, such that Di for i ∈

{1, 2, . . . , n} has a very smaller size compared with D

where D = ∪n
i=1Di and for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}; such

as i 6= j, we have Di ∩ Dj = ∅. Let us define this

collection as L0(D);

• To determine Li+1(D) (starting from i = 0), split Li(D)

into collections of fixed size using some deterministic

algorithm, and return Li+1(D) the set of the hashes of

the collections. Because there are fewer collections than

elements (each collection has more than one element),

the size of Li+1(D) will be smaller than the size of Li(D);

• Eventually, this leads to some Lk (D), which contains

only one element. We call this the root of the tree.

FIGURE 6. An example of a Merkle Tree.

First, let H (D1) = H1 (i.e., hash of the set of data D1),

H (D2) = H2, etc. Figure 6 shows an example of Merkle

Tree; in this case, L0(D) includes H1, H2, H3, and H4,

L1(D) includes H5 = H (H1 + H2) and H6 = H (H3 + H4),

FIGURE 7. A simple example of a single shard takeover attack (shard 1 in
this case).

and L2(D) includes H7 = H (H5 + H6). In this case,

L2(D) represents the root of tree.

III. FIRST LAYER SOLUTIONS: SHARDING

The leading solution currently discussed in the

blockchain literature makes use of the concept of sharding

[4]–[10], [12]–[14], [16]. The key idea behind sharding is

to divide or split the network into subsets, called shards; each

shard will be working on a different set of transactions, rather

than the entire network processing the same transactions.

This allows the network to scale with the numbers of shards,

allowing the throughput and the storage to achieve high

efficiency, yet potentially compromising the security. Indeed,

for the blockchain to be secure, all shards need to satisfy the

byzantine validator limit (aka, committee resiliency), which

is the maximum percentage of malicious validators/nodes.

In most networks, this limit is 33% average (e.g., Elastico [4],

and OmniLedger [5]) of the validators; beyond that limit,

a consensus instance is fundamentally insecure. The critical

issue at hand is the fact that even if the whole network falls

well under that limit, a single shard could be compromised.

For instance, if we assume that a network with 25%malicious

nodes is split evenly into 4 shards and more than 33% of

malicious nodes in the network end up in one shard, it will

be insecure. This is known as a single shard takeover attack

(e.g., see Figure 7).

Figure 7 shows a scenario where there is a single shard

takeover attack. The network contains 20 nodes with 25%

of them malicious; there are 5 malicious nodes in the net-

work and 3 of them are in shard 1. Therefore, the existence

of 60%malicious nodes in shard 1 is larger than the byzantine

limit (33%).

In the remainder of this section, we introduce a taxonomy

in which we classify sharding-based blockchain protocols

into three categories. We also analyze their security, and

eventually discuss and compare them based on factors that

include transaction model and consensus.
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A. TAXONOMY OF SHARDING-BASED BLOCKCHAIN

PROTOCOLS

Most sharding-based blockchain protocols in the litera-

ture use either PoW for committee formation and PFT

for intra-committee consensus or PoS for committee for-

mation and PFT for intra-committee consensus. The oth-

ers use specific consensus algorithms. Thus, we classify

sharding-based blockchain protocols into three categories:

sharding-based Proof-of-Work and PFT, sharding-based

Proof-of-Stake and PFT, and sharding-based on other con-

sensus algorithms.

The following will present certain representative sharding-

based blockchain protocols in each category.

◮ Sharding-based Proof-of-Work and PFT

Elastico: In 2016, Luu et al. [4] proposed the first

sharding-based blockchain protocol, called Elastico, as a

candidate for a public blockchain that tolerates byzantine

adversaries. Elastico divides the network into multiple com-

mittees where each handles a separate set of transactions,

called shard. Elastico uses PoW for committee formation and

PFT for intra-committee consensus. The number of shards

grows almost linearly with the size of the network. When

the network reaches up to 1600 nodes, Elastico succeeds

at increasing the throughput (e.g., up to 40 tx/s). However,

it does have shortcomings. The first one is the division of each

epoch (i.e., one sharding round; e.g., once a day) of Elastico

can be influenced by malicious nodes. Moreover, the network

can only tolerate up to 25% of malicious/faulty nodes (total

resiliency) and 33% of malicious nodes in each committee

(committee resiliency).

OmniLedger: Kokoris-Kogias et al. [5] proposed a

sharding-based protocol called OmniLedger in order to

correct some of Elastico’s shortcomings. The protocol makes

use of a bias resistant randomness protocol to ensure security.

Just as Elastico, OmniLedger uses PoW for committee for-

mation and PFT for intra-committee consensus. In addition,

OmniLedger uses a Byzantine shard atomic commit (Atomix)

to deal with cross-shard transactions. The OmniLedger con-

sensus protocol uses a variant of ByzCoin [42] to handle and

achieve faster transactions (e.g., up 500 tx/s when the net-

work grows up to 1800 nodes). OmniLedger claims the same

resiliency as Elastico for both total resiliency and committee

resiliency.

RapidChain: In a more recent work, Zamani et al. [6]

proposed a sharding-based public blockchain protocol by

the name of RapidChain. It outperforms existing shard-

ing algorithms (e.g., [4], [5]) in terms of throughput and

security [6]. Cross-shard transactions in RapidChain rely

on an inter-committee routing scheme which is based on

the routing-algorithm of Kademlia [78]. Indeed, RapidChain

can tolerate up to 33% of malicious/faulty nodes in the

network, and 50% of malicious nodes in each committee.

In addition, RapidChain claims a much higher through-

put (e.g., up to 4220 tx/s when the network grows up

to 1800 nodes).

◮ Sharding-based Proof-of-stake and PFT

Zilliqa:The team, at Zilliqa proposed a solution that would

considerably increase the throughput [7]. Zilliqa’s sharding

design allows the network to process transactions in parallel

and reach a high throughput. Zilliqa is expected to process

about a thousand times the throughput of Ethereum [7].

However, this solution does possess shortcomings, including

the fact that it does not divide the storage of blockchain

data (i.e., state sharding; moreover, Zilliqa’s sharding process

is susceptible to a single-shard takeover attack [7]. Zilliqa

claims the same local and global resiliency as Elastico and

OmniLedger [7].

Harmony: Harmony [8] has been proposed as a way to

fix some of Zilliqa’s shortcomings, claiming that it is fully

scalable; Harmony shards not only the network communica-

tion and transaction validation, like Zilliqa, but also shards the

blockchain state. In addition, Harmony was able to prove that

its sharding process ensures a high security, thanks to its dis-

tributed randomness generation process [8]. Harmony claims

the same local and global resiliency as Zilliqa, Elastico, and

OmniLedger [8].

Ethereum sharding 2.0: Ethereum sharding 2.0 is one of

the most popular sharding-based blockchain protocols, con-

sisting of three essential phases. The first is Beacon Chain,

which manages all shards in the network; more specifically,

it applies consensus rules, rewards and penalties to validators,

and manages validators and their stakes. The second phase is

Shard Chains, which enables parallel transactions. The final

phase is State Execution, where the operations of the entire

system are executed; it introduces the concept of ‘‘Execution

Environments (EEs)’’, which provides a smart contract simi-

lar to Ethereum 1.0 [11], [12]. Ethereum decided to choose

receipt paradigm in order to reckon cross-shard communi-

cation. In receipt paradigm, every transaction generates a

receipt. These receipts will be stored on the beacon chain

via distributed shared memory; this means that receipts can

be seen by other shards, yet remain unable to be modified.

Ethereum also uses the so-called Casper; a new PoS consen-

sus that will replace the current PoW to implement Ethereum

sharding 2.0 [12], [79].

◮ Sharding-based on other consensus

Logos: Logos has succeeded in increasing throughput

with a low latency using a novel structure [10]. Technically,

Logos uses Axios consensus, which is a delegated ver-

sion of the PBFT algorithm inspired by ByzCoin [42], and

OmniLedger [5]; the Axios consensus has been adapted to

Logos’s structure [10]. Each account on the Logos’s network

has an individual chain that tracks all of its transactions,

allowing independent transactions to be processed in parallel.

A main settlement chain provides universal synchroniza-

tion of nodes as well as dynamic validator sets. Sharding

adds a second dimension of parallelism to the network and

mitigates the scalability issue. Transactions are validated

and approved by a small number of delegates elected via a

representative system, which reduces redundant operations
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without compromising security. Furthermore, Logos’s unique

hybrid data structure allows shards to efficiently sync on

summary data and greatly reduces the overhead imposed

by cross-shard transactions; this is the key improvement of

Logos over alternative sharding-based protocols [10].

Monoxide: Monoxide introduces a specific asynchronous

consensus, called Zones (i.e., shards), which linearly

scales-out blockchain with the number of zones, without

compromising or weakening security, or risking decentraliza-

tion. Monoxide uses the eventual atomicity and ensures the

correctness of cross-shards/cross-zones transactions. It also

proposes Chu-ko-nu mining, a novel proof-of-work scheme

that ensures effective mining power in each zone at the

same level as the entire network, rendering an attack on

any individual zone as difficult as an attack on the full

network. Indeed, Monoxide is the only sharding mechanism

that supports the Nakamoto consensus protocol with PoW

for intra-consensus. Finally, Monoxide claims that it is the

only scalable blockchain system capable of implementing

full sharding by splitting/partitioning the workload of all

components of a blockchain system including transaction

broadcasting, mining competition, chain storage, transaction

execution and state representation [13].

Monoxide proposes Chu-ko-nu mining, a novel proof-

of-work scheme. It ensures that effective mining power in

each zone is at the same level as the entire network, making

an attack on any individual zone as hard as that on the

full network. Indeed, Monoxide is the only sharding mech-

anism that supports Nakamoto consensus protocol with PoW

for intra-consensus. Finally, Monoxide claims that it is the

only scalable blockchain system implementing full shard-

ing by splitting/partitioning the workload of all components

of a blockchain system including transaction broadcasting,

mining competition, chain storage, transaction execution and

state representation [13].

Table 2 summarizes and compares common characteristics

of existing sharding-based blockchain protocols.

B. SECURITY ANALYSIS

This section is devoted to analyzing the security of

sharding-based blockchain protocols; more specifically,

we compute the number of years until failure, and investigate

the trade-off between security and performance.

In sharding-based blockchain protocols, the process of

assigning nodes to shards can be modeled by sampling with-

out replacement since committees are disjointed, and thus

do not overlap. In this case, hypergeometric distribution

yields better estimates compared to that of binomial distri-

bution [3], [49]. Thus, the formation of committees/shards

(or the partition of the network into shards/committees)

will be modeled by using hypergeometric distribution.

Generally, we use binomial distribution when the sample

is drawn with replacement [49]. However, there are many

sharding-based blockchain protocols in the literature that use

the binomial distribution such as Ethereum-sharding 2.0 [12],

OmniLedger [5], and Dfinity [50], where the assumption is

that X ∼ B(n; p) (i.e., X follows the binomial distribution

with parameters n and p) where p = K
N

is the probability

that a node is malicious. Thus, the failure probability of one

committee with resiliency r using the cumulative binomial

distribution can be expressed as follows:

P(X ≥ nr) =

n
∑

m=⌊nr⌋

(

n

m

)

pm(1 − p)n−m. (1)

After calculating the failure probability of the first

committee, they conclude the epoch failure probability by

multiplying the failure probability of the first committee by

the number of committees. However, there are recent con-

tributions [2], [3], that propose the use of the hypergeomet-

ric distribution in order to overcome the limitation of the

previous contributions.

The failure probability for a committee with resiliency r

by using the cumulative hypergeometric distribution is

TABLE 2. Comparison of sharding-based blockchain protocols.
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FIGURE 8. Log-scale plot of the probability of failure of one epoch
(sharding round) versus the size of the committee for both
categories 1 and 2.

expressed as follows:

H (M ,N , n, n r) =

n
∑

m=⌊nr⌋

(

M

m

) (

N−M

n− m

)

(

N

n

) (2)

Similarly, they compute the epoch failure probability by

multiplying the failure probability of the first committee by

the number of committees.

It is possible to ignore the bootstrap probability (i.e.,

the probability that the committee election fails in the first

epoch for each sharding-based blockchain protocol). The

epoch failure probability can thus be expressed as follows:

η × H (M ,N , n, n r) = η ×

n
∑

m=⌊nr⌋

(

M

m

) (

N−M

n− m

)

(

N

n

) (3)

We classify sharding-based blockchain protocols, based

on their resiliency, into two categories: (1) Category 1:

It includes protocols with committee resiliency 33% and with

a total resiliency of 25% (e.g., [5], [7]); and (2) Category 2:

It includes protocols with a committee resiliency of 50% and

with a total resiliency of 33% (e.g., [6], [9]).

Figure 8 illustrates the failure probability for one epoch

when varying the size of the committee (80–300 nodes)

in a network of 2000 nodes for both categories 1 and 2.

We observe that the failure probability decreases when

the size of the committee increases for both categories.

We also observe that the epoch failure probability for

category 2 decreases rapidly compared to category 1; this can

be explained by the fact that category 2 has a higher resiliency

than category 1.

Figure 9 shows the years to fail when varying the size of

the committee (80–300 nodes) in a network of 2000 nodes

for both categories 1 and 2. We observe that the years to

fail increases when the size of the committee gets larger for

both categories. We also observe that the years to fail for

category 2 increases rapidly compared to category 1 thanks

to its high resiliency.

FIGURE 9. Log-scale plot of time to failure (in years) versus the size of
the committee for both categories 1 and 2.

Now, based-on Figures 8 and 9, we observe that when the

size of the committee gets larger, the epoch failure probability

decreases and the years to fail increases. Thus, it is possible to

conclude that there is a clear trade-off between security (i.e.,

years to fail) and performance (i.e., throughput; the smaller

the committees’ size, the larger the number of committees

in the network, hence the bigger the throughout and vice

versa). Indeed, the smaller committees’ size leads to better

throughput but can compromise security.

C. COMPARISON AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this section, we provide a comparison among sharding-

based blockchain protocols and we discuss future research

directions and open issues.

1) SHARDING-BASED BLOCKCHAIN PROTOCOLS:

A COMPARISON

Table 2 summarizes and compares key components of exist-

ing sharding-based blockchain protocols in the literature.

More specifically, we compare these protocols in terms of

performance (throughput and latency), resiliency, type of

blockchain, consensus algorithms, the use of smart contract,

and network synchrony (the level of coordination of all

network components). Specifically, there are three levels of

synchrony: synchronous, partially synchronous, and asyn-

chronous [117] as well as transaction model. Numerous

protocols use the ‘‘Unspent Transaction Output’’ (UTXO)

transaction model (see Table 2). UTXO represents an unspent

transaction output that can be spent as an input in a new

transaction [51]. Other sharding-based protocols use Account

Model transaction model; in this model, the balances of

accounts are stored as part of the blockchain state. Both

transaction models are used to maintain the balance and

validate new generated transactions, thus keeping track of

account balances in a single blockchain).

Each model transaction has its own advantages; gener-

ally, UTXO is more suitable in the context of sharding,
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whereas Account Model achieves efficient storage usage

economy, and functions better regarding smart contracts.

Most sharding-based blockchain protocols have 25% as

global/total resiliency and 33% as a committee resiliency,

save for a few (e.g., the well-known RapidChain [6]),

which has 33% as a total resiliency and 50% as a commit-

tee resiliency. As shown in Section III-B, high resiliency

ensures high security; thus, RapidChain achieves a high

level of security compared to Elastico and OmniLedger.

Generally, sharding-based blockchain protocols achieve an

acceptable number of transactions per second with a rea-

sonable latency, not including, for example, Chainspace and

Elastico. Table 2 shows that all sharding-based blockchain

protocols are permissionless (aka, public blockchains) except

Chainspace, which is a permissioned blockchain. We can

conclude that sharding-based solutions are more suitable for

public blockchains where the network size is large, such

as in the thousands. Ostraka [9] achieves a high number

of transactions. Unlike sharding-based blockchain proto-

cols that split the network into shards, Ostraka [9] shards

the nodes themselves and scales linearly with available

resources. Ostraka [9] is not vulnerable to Denial-of-Service

(DoS) attacks such as other sharding-based blockchain pro-

tocols. Indeed, in these systems, transactions are usually

assigned to shards according to their Tx-Hashs (i.e., each

transaction is uniquely identified by a cryptographic hash,

called Tx-Hash). An attacker can more easily overwhelm a

single shard with many transactions, rather than the entire

system. Moreover, since each transaction may affect multiple

shards, transactions in other shards can also be affected.

Table 2 shows also that sharding-based blockchain

protocols use different consensus protocols. For exam-

ple, OmniLedger uses an hybrid consensus that combines

PoW and PBFT. Elastico and Chainspace use PBFT for

intra-committee consensus whereas Monoxide uses PoW-

based Chu-Ko-nu mining [13]. More details on the intra-

committee consensus comparison of sharding-based

blockchain protocols can be found in [19], [20].

In addition to the sharding-based blockchain protocols

shown in Table 2, there exist lesser-known sharding solu-

tions such as PolyShard [105], Aspen [99], RSCoin [100],

SMChain [104], and Channels [103]. Aspen [99], is a

sharding-based blockchain designed to scale with an increas-

ing number of services without compromising the security.

The permissioned blockchain, RSCoin [100], uses the shard-

ing technique for the purpose of making cryptocurrencies

under the authority of banks. PolyShard [105] is a poly-

nomially coded sharding scheme that achieves efficiency

of the storage, system throughput, as well as trust, thus

enabling a truly scalable system. Channels [103] scales per-

missioned blockchains horizontally and with confidentiality.

In Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), platforms use shard-

ing; for example, SMChain [104] is a hierarchical, secure,

and scalable blockchain protocol in distributed industrial

plants.

2) FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND OPEN ISSUES

Sharding-based blockchain protocols can face many types

of attacks, such as Sybil attacks (when the attacker creates

multiple fake identities) [101], and double spending attacks

(when the attacker tries to spend a specific coin multiple

times) [102]. Each sharding protocol has its own strategy to

prevent these attacks (e.g., Zilliqa [7], detects double spend-

ing attacks by using the nonce, which counts the number of

transactions sent from the sender’s account).

The key challenge in each current sharding protocols is

the dilemma of increasing performance without compro-

mising security or decentralization. One of the ideas that

requiring more investigation and research, in our opinion,

is heterogeneous sharding; indeed, most existing solutions to

this problem assume that validators/miners are homogeneous,

save for the distinction of honest or malicious. However, val-

idators are different in terms of communication bandwidth,

computing power, and past behaviors. Thus, under random

sharding protocols (e.g., Elastico [4] and OmniLedger [5]),

less-competent validators (e.g., validators that have less com-

puting power) hamper the performance (e.g., throughput) of

the system. A solution that uses heterogeneous sharding is

RepChain [106] which makes use of reputation to explic-

itly characterize heterogeneity among validators. RepChain

achieves a high throughput, up to 15421 tx/s when the net-

work size grows up to 1800 nodes and the size of the shards

grows up to 100 nodes. Thus, this new kind of sharding design

is very promising in terms of improving the throughput of

sharding-based blockchain protocols.

While sharding-based solutions were able to demonstrate

that they can considerably improve blockchain scalability,

we believe that more formal studies and investigations are

needed regarding a number of the operations of these pro-

tocols. The first operation is committee formation (how to

split the network into shards); the second is intra-committee

consensus (how to select the most suitable consensus

that ensures security inside a committee); the third is

cross-shard transactions (how to cross-verify transactions

between shards).

Figures 8 and 9 show that the committee size impacts the

network security (i.e., when the size of the committee gets

larger, the failure probability decreases and the years to fail

increases). Given the fact that in every sharding round, new

participants may join or leave the network, it is important to

change the size of the committee dynamically to preserve a

predefined level of security (i.e., a predefined number of years

to fail). An interesting research direction to investigate is the

use of Machine Learning (ML) algorithms to dynamically

determine the size of the committee. Furthermore, we believe

that ML algorithms can be used to analyze and learn,

using blockchain network data, to improve performance and

security. For example, these algorithms can be used to detect

the malicious nodes and punish them (e.g., by freezing their

accounts) or at least split these nodes uniformly between

shards to increase security.
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Moreover, one of the critical open issues is the definition

of a strong model to analyze the security of sharding-based

blockchain protocols. One of the first attempts to define

such a model was reported in [2], [3]. The authors [2], [3]

used hypergeometric distribution to measure the security of

sharding protocols by counting the number of years to fail;

however, they assumed that the failure probability in the first

committee was indicative of the failure probability in any

other committee, since they calculated the failure probability

of one epoch as the failure probability of the first committee

times the number of committees (see Equation (3)). The

problem with this assumption is that the samples are not

independent when the sampling is done without replace-

ment. This means that when we sample the first committee,

the parametrization of the model changes (i.e., the number

of network nodes and the number of malicious nodes). Thus,

the failure probability of the second committee will be differ-

ent from the first, the third will be different from the first and

the second, and so on.

In addition, the inaccuracy of the calculations [2], [3]

increases with the number of committees. We conclude that

building a strong mathematical model, that takes into con-

sideration the failure probability of each committee, is an

interesting open research problem.

IV. FIRST LAYER SOLUTIONS: OTHERS

In this section, we present first layer solutions (aka, on-chain

solutions) that do not include sharding protocols. Gen-

erally, on-chain solutions propose modifications to the

blockchain protocols (typically requiring a hard fork of

the blockchain), such as block size increase (e.g., [56])

and Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) (e.g., Spectre [80],

DLattice [85]).

A. BIGGER BLOCKS

The big block is a method that increases the maximum block

size [56]. In blockchain networks, the blocks are created

periodically; each block contains a list of transactions. The

number of transactions is limited by the block size; thus, if the

block size increases, the number of transactions that can be

included in a block will increase leading to an increase in

the throughput. However, a larger block size leads to higher

block transmission delays; this may lead to unacceptable

propagation delays of blocks. In 2016, Croman et al. [94],

reported that given the current 10-minute block interval of

Bitcoin, the maximum block size should not exceed 4 MB,

which yields a maximum throughput of 27 tx/s. Numer-

ous blockchain protocols implement this method, including

Bitcoin-NG [95], Bitcoin Cash [96], Bitcoin Classic [97],

MAST [59], and SegWit [58]. Big block solutions are very

limited since big blocks cause higher block transmission

delays of blocks. Thus, we can not significantly increase the

throughput by using this method.

In the following, we briefly cover Bitcoin Cash [96],

MAST [59], and SegWit [58].

1) BITCOIN CASH (BTH)

Bitcoin Cash [96], is a peer-to-peer electronic cash system.

It is a permissionless, decentralized cryptocurrency. Due to

the inherent scalability of Bitcoin, the Bitcoin community

decided to split the bitcoin system into two protocols in 2017.

These protocols were Bitcoin Cash (BCH) and the original

Bitcoin (BTC). BCH increases the block size to 8 MB,

in order to process more transactions than BTC [111]. The

big block increases throughput and reduces transactions fees.

2) MERKELIZED ABSTRACT SYNTAX TREES (MAST)

MASTs combine Merkle Trees (Figure 6) and Abstract

Syntax Trees (ASTs) [59], [108]. The Merkle tree is a data

structure that can be used to efficiently verify the integrity

of the stored data [108]. In Bitcoin, Merkle Trees are cur-

rently used to efficiently store the transaction history of the

blockchain [59]. ASTs represent the syntactic structure of

programs [59]. Figure 10 shows a simple structure of MAST;

the root of the tree represents the entirety of the program,

while all of the other nodes represent subprograms. Each path

in the tree is a different execution branch that the program

can take. Jeremy et al. [59] claim that by using MASTs in

Bitcoin protocol [1], for a program of length n, a compression

to O(log n) is to be expected.

FIGURE 10. A simple structure of MAST.

3) SEGWIT WITNESS SOFT-FORK (SegWit)

SegWit [58] is a Bitcoin network upgrade that aims to solve

Bitcoin’s scalability and malleability. Malleability is the pro-

cess of creating a new transaction’s identifier (id) for an exist-

ing transaction. This network upgrade is a proposed change

to how blocks are structured. Non-SegWit blocks (aka legacy

blocks) have a total size of 1 MB whereas SegWit have large

4MB blocks. Indeed, SegWit is a block size increase. SegWit

blocks consist of a base transaction block with a size of 1 Mb

and an extended block with 3 MB (see Figure 11). While

legacy blocks are measured in size, SegWit blocks are mea-

sured in weight. Block weight is a new concept introduced in

SegWit, which is defined as follows:

Bw = 3 × Bas + Ts, (4)
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FIGURE 11. Legacy block vs. SegWit block.

Technically, SegWit blocks move the digital signature and

other data known as ‘‘the witness’’ outside of the base

transaction block and place them in the extended block

(see Figure 11). Thus, the base transaction block includes

only the information about the sender and the receiver; this

optimizes the space of the base transaction block, since the

witness data takes up to 65 % of the transaction size. Indeed,

it allows for more transactions to fit inside the 1 MB base

transaction block. Finally, SegWit achieves two major goals:

(1) It moves the digital signature outside of the transaction

block; thus, if someone changes the transaction id on the

transaction, it will not affect the transaction id. This solves

the transaction malleability issue; and (2) It reduces the size

of the base transaction data, which allows more transactions

to fit inside the 1 MB block. This allows an increase to the

throughput. Even with all of these advantages, SegWit does

possess some drawbacks: (1) Since SegWit is a block size

increase, the SegWit protocol does not go far enough to solve

the scalability issue; and (2) SegWit has caused several hard

forks. The most well-known of these forks is Bitcoin Cash.

B. ALTERNATIVES TO PROOF-OF-WORK

Proof-of-Work is widely criticized for its high energy con-

sumption. For instance, a single Bitcoin transaction consumes

about 729 KWh of electricity, which can power 24 U.S.

households for a day [91]. Figure 12 illustrates Bitcoin energy

consumption relative to several countries. More specifically,

Figure 12 shows that Bitcoin consumes more than the Czech

Republic. Another comparative study, by the University of

Cambridge, claims that Bitcoin consumes about 80.04 TWh

of electricity per year, more than the total electricity con-

sumption of several countries, such as Chile (73.22 TWh

per year) and the Philippines (78.30 TWh per year) [92].

In addition, PoW-based blockchain protocols suffer from

its low throughput (e.g., Bitcoin processes up to 7 tx/s).

In response, the blockchain community has proposed vari-

ous consensus alternative to PoW, in order to mitigate these

issues, including Proof-of-Stake (PoS), Delegated Proof-

of-Stake (DPoS), Stellar Consensus Protocol (SCP), Proof of

Authority (PoA), Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET), and Proof of

Retrievability (PoR). Interested readers are referred to [89]

and [93] for comprehensive surveys of distributed consen-

sus for Blockchain Networks. In this section, we present

two solutions to the scalability issue, which use alternatives

consensus protocols to Proof-of-Work: (1) EOS.IO, which

uses the Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPoS) consensus; and

(2) Stellar, which uses a specific consensus, called Stellar

Consensus Protocol (SCP). The reasoning behind choosing

these two protocols is that EOS can support a high number

of transactions up to millions and Stellar can help in the

conversion of fiat currency into cryptocurrency. These two

features are rare in other blockchain protocols.

FIGURE 12. Bitcoin energy consumption relative to Several countries.
Source: BitcoinEnergyConsumption.com.

1) EOS.IO

EOS.IO is an open-source blockchain architecture designed

to enable vertical scaling (e.g., explore advanced database

technologies to improve flexibility and throughput) and

horizontal scaling (e.g., explore smart contract parallel

execution) of decentralized applications [62]. Technically,

EOS.IO uses Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) and Delegated

Proof-of-Stake consensus algorithms. More specifically,

EOS.IO adds asynchronous Byzantine Fault Tolerance

(aBFT) for the purpose of achieving a fast irreversibility.

Indeed, the aBFT algorithm provides 100% confirmation of

irreversibility within just one second [55].

Finally, EOS.IO claims that it can support millions of users,

with no transaction fees, a high throughput (it may scale to

millions of transactions per second), and a very low latency.

However, in EOS.IO, only 15 or more producers out of the

21 producers can validate a block [55], [62]. This limited

number of producers in EOS.IO results in losses in terms

of decentralization. Furthermore, EOS.IO suffers from bot

accounts. Yuheng et al. [109], reported that about 30 % of

the accounts in the EOS.IO platform are bot accounts and

are responsible for a number of real-world attacks (up to

301 attack accounts). Yuheng et al. [109] identified that about

80 attack accounts have been confirmed by DApp teams,

causing the loss of 828,824 EOS tokens, which is about

2.6 million USD.
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2) STELLAR

Stellar is an open-source, distributed, blockchain-based

payments infrastructure [64]. Stellar helps in the optimum

conversion of fiat currency into cryptocurrency, XLM,

in order to enable fast cross-border payments between dif-

ferent currencies at extremely reduced rates between people,

payment systems and financial organizations. Stellar uses

a consensus algorithm, called Stellar Consensus Protocol,

a construction for Federated Byzantine Agreement (FBA)

consensus [63], [64]. Stellar is a global payment system;

anyone in the world can become a Stellar user. On Stellar,

users can interact directly with the world market [64]. The

main feature of this infrastructure is the tethering token to a

traditional asset like the US dollar, unlike many distributed

blockchain systems. Stellar can handle and deal with every

currency in the world (e.g., dollars and euros), not just

cryptocurrencies [64].

C. DIRECTED ACYCLIC GRAPH (DAG)

DAG is another blockchain structure that differs from tradi-

tional blockchains. It is a network of individual transactions

linked to multiple other transactions. While blockchain is a

linked list of blocks, DAG is a tree, branching out from one

transaction to another, and so on. Figure 13 illustrates the dif-

ference in terms of structure betweenDAG-based blockchains

and traditional blockchains. In the literature, there are many

blockchain protocols that use DAG, such as Spectre [80],

IOTA [81], Phanton [83], DLattice [85], CoDAG [86],

Nano [87], and XDAG [88]. In this paper, we give an

overview of IOTA [81], Spectre [80], DLattice [85], and

CoDAG [86]. Further details and a comparative analysis of

DAG-based blockchains can be found in [84].

1) IOTA

IOTA is the most popular DAG-based blockchain proto-

col [81]. IOTA is a scalable, public distributed ledger,

designed specifically for Internet of Things (IoT). The core

feature of IOTA is the Tangle technology, which is DAG

adapted for decentralized information storage (i.e., adapted

for storing immutable and transparent data/transactions in a

decentralized network) [82]. Tangle also offers the required

features to establish machine-to-machine micro-payment

protocols [82]. All nodes in an IOTA network store a copy

of the Tangle and reach a consensus on its content. Fur-

thermore, IOTA uses quantum-robust, one-time signatures to

stop attackers that use quantum computers, and thus ensures

security [81].

2) SPECTRE

In 2017, Sompolinsky et al. [80], proposed Spectre,

a fast and scalable DAG-based public blockchain protocol.

Spectre relies on a data structure that generalizes Nakamoto’s

blockchain into a DAG or a block DAG. Spectre is a

PoW-based protocol that can process a high throughput

of transactions and maintain fast confirmation times while

FIGURE 13. Traditional blockchain versus DAG-based blockchain.

remaining secure from attackers. Spectre claims that it is

resilient to attackers with up to 50% of the computational

power at any throughput [80]. Spectre is designed only for

payments, and is not suitable for smart contracts [80].

3) DLattice

In a recent work, Zhou et al. [85] proposed DLattice,

a public blockchain protocol with a novel double-DAG

architecture. DLattice uses a new protocol, called DPoS-

BA-DAG (PANDA), to reach a consensus among users.

In DLattice, each account has its own Account-DAG and

all accounts make up a greater Node-DAG structure. DLat-

tice also parallelizes the growth of each account’s Account-

DAG; an account is not influenced by other accounts’

irrelevant transactions. In addition, DLattice introduces

a process of data tokenization based on its own struc-

ture, including data assembling, data anchoring, and data

authorization.

4) CoDAG-BASED IIoT

In the Industrial Internet of Things, Cui et al. [86] proposed

an efficient and secure blockchain protocol called CoDAG.

It is based on compacted Directed Acyclic Graph, and claims

that it is resistant against two attack strategies: (1) Adversary

builds an alternate channel; and (2) Adversary competes in

the original channel [86]. CoDAG was able to prove that it

is resistant to these two attacks. Moreover, CoDAG proposes

algorithms to maintain and secure the network. As a result,

CoDAG scales with width and blocksize; indeed, when the

blocksize is 2 MB and width is 15, CoDAG achieves a

throughput up to 1151 tx/s, which is about 164 × Bitcoin’s

throughput and 77 × Ethererum’s throughput. Table 3 shows

a comparison between Bitcoin and DAG-based blockchains

in terms of throughput, latency, blockchain structure, consen-

sus, the ability to support smart contracts, application (i.e.,

designed only for payment or can have multiple uses), and

decentralization.
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TABLE 3. Bitcoin vs. DAG-based blockchains.

V. SECOND LAYER

In this section, we present well-known second layer solutions

(aka, off-chain solutions), which propose mechanisms that

are implemented outside of the blockchain. They process cer-

tain transactions (e.g., micro-payment transactions) outside

of the blockchain, and only record important transactions

(e.g., final balances) on the blockchain. Second layer scal-

ability solutions can be classified into two classes: sidechains

(e.g., Plasma [35], RootStock [72]) and payment channels

(e.g., Lightning Network [36], Raiden Network [40]).

A. SIDECHAINS OR CHILDCHAINS

A sidechain is a separate blockchain. However, it is not a stan-

dalone blockchain, as it is pegged in some way to the main

chain. The main chain and the sidechain are interoperable;

indeed, assets can move freely from main chain to sidechain

and vice versa. We present two well-known sidechains:

Bitcoin RootStock [72] and Ethereum Plasma [35].

1) BITCOIN RootStock

RootStock (aka, RSK) is an open-source smart contract plat-

form pegged to Bitcoin with a two-way peg [72]. It allows

Bitcoin miners to participate in the smart contract revolution

by rewarding them via merge-mining. RSK is an innovative

design (i.e., hybrid federated sidechain and a merge-mining

model) that enables higher scalability and reduced transaction

costs, while also increasing transaction throughput by porting

decentralized applications (DApps) to it. Furthermore, RSK

is the first Bitcoin sidechain that provides smart contract,

compatible with Ethereum’s; hence, it provides Ethereum

users and companies a new compatible platform to deploy

their solutions using Bitcoin as the native currency, relying

on the Bitcoin mining infrastructure for its security. Finally,

RSK enables developers around the world to create personal

and corporate decentralized applications with a high level

of security and low transaction cost [72]. However, RSK

has some drawbacks: (1) It requires users to deposit some

Bitcoins before performing their transactions; and (2) Since

RSK is based on PoW, by supporting SHA-256D merged

mining, it consumes high energy.

2) PLASMA

Plasma [35], is designed specifically to address scaling

off-chain protocols. It is a technique to conduct off-chain

transactions in a highly scalable way. The basic idea behind

Plasma is to have many chains, called child chains, point-

ing back to the parent chain. Child chains can further

spawn into more sub-chains, creating blockchains within

blockchains (see Fig. 9). These chains can run as indepen-

dent blockchains; intermittent updates are performed to the

parent chains (if needed). They can have their own con-

sensus mechanisms. There are numerous implementations

of Plasma, including: Minimal Viable Plasma (MVP) [65],

More Viable Plasma (MoreVP) [66], Plasma Cash [67],

and Plasma Debit [68], which is an extension to Plasma

Cash. More specifically, Plasma is a framework for building

scalable, decentralized applications based on the concept of

MapReduce, a well-known framework used to process big

data sets [73].

Technically, the Plasma structure is built through the

use of smart contracts [74], and Merkle Trees [75], [76],

enabling the creation of an unlimited number of child chains.

In Plasma, more chains can be created, thus building a

tree-like structure. Essentially, each Plasma child chain is a

customizable smart contract that can be designed to work

in a singular way, serving different needs. This means that

the chains can coexist and operate independently. Eventually,

Plasma will make it possible for businesses and companies

to implement scalable solutions in various ways, according to

their specific context and needs. The communication between

the parent chain and the child chains are secured by fraud

proofs [77]; the parent chain is responsible for keeping the

network secure and for punishing malicious actors/miners.

Finally, Plasma succeeds in increasing scalability to reach

transactions in the potential range of 1000. Nevertheless,

it still contains many limitations. These include (1) Visu-

alizing Plasma chains with full EVM (Ethereum Virtual

Machine) capabilities, which is not the correct approach due

to the nature of the ownership in Ethereum smart contracts

(solidity smart contracts); (2) The confirmation signatures

outlined in [35], are also limiting. They require that both par-

ties send an acknowledgement transaction in order to ensure

finality; and (3) Long waiting periods (7-14 days) for users

who wish to withdraw their funds.

B. PAYMENT CHANNELS

Payment channels allow two participants to send a

nearly-unlimited number of payments off-chain. Only two

transactions are required for the establishment of payment

channels; creating smart contract and funding it opens the

channel, while re-claiming the funds closes it [114], [115].

Payment channels serve the same purpose as sidechains;

however, they are fundamentally very different. Like

sidechains, they push transactions off of the main chain to
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FIGURE 14. An Ethereum example of Plasma. Plasma composes
blockchains within blockchains (i.e. blockchains in a tree). This example
has depth up to 3 chains. Block commitments flow down and exits can be
submitted to any parent chain, ultimately being committed to the root
blockchain.

prevent blockchain from being bloated. Unlike sidechains,

however, they do not require a separate blockchain for the

execution. Technically, a payment channel uses a smart con-

tract to enable users to transact without publishing their

transactions to the blockchain. For instance, Alice can set up

a payment channel with Bob in which she blocks/escrows

5 tokens for a period of time. Now, Alice can send signed

transactions to Bob from the escrow amount, and Bob can

validate them privately in a secure manner (via a smart con-

tract) without mediation on the main chain. If Bob or Alice

want to close the payment channel at any point, they can

broadcast the most recent signed transaction message to the

main chain in order to finalize their transfer of funds [90].

In this section, we present some of the mainstream payment

channels, which include Lightning Network [36], Raiden

Network [40], µRaiden [69] and Trinity [70].

1) LIGHTNING NETWORK

Bitcoin’s Lightning Network is a typical off-chain solu-

tion [36]. The Lightning Network is a decentralized scalable

system for instant, high-volume micropayments that removes

the risk of delegating custody of funds to trusted third parties.

Technically, Lightning uses smart contract functionality in

the blockchain to enable instant payments across a network

of participants. The Lightning network provides many advan-

tages: (1) Instant Payments; the payment speed measured in

milliseconds to seconds; (2) High throughput: the lightning

network achieves a high number of transactions which can

grow up of millions to billions per second across the network;

and (3) Low cost: LightningNetwork allows for exceptionally

low fees thanks to the off-blockchain transactions. In brief,

the inception of Lighting Network created the groundwork

for a throughput of nearly unlimited number of transac-

tions per second with very low fees. Lightning Network is

a very promising off-chain solution to scale blockchain, but

not without some drawbacks and open problems. The first

problem is that Lighting scales transactions and not users.

It can scale the number of transactions done by a particular

group quite well, but enlarging the group takes more space

for on-chain transactions. The second issue is that the net-

work provides transactions that are less secure than Bitcoin.

Finally, Lightning only works for Bitcoin’s micropayments.

2) RAIDEN NETWORK

Raiden Network is a fast, cheap, and scalable network; its

main functionality is a token transfer in Ethereum [40].

The Raiden Network is an off-chain scaling solution,

enabling near-instant, low-fee and scalable payments for

Ethereum [40]. It is complementary to the Ethereum

blockchain, and works with any ERC20 compatible token.

ERC20 is a token standard, which describes the functions

and events that an Ethereum token contract has to implement.

Technically, token is created by a smart contract, most often

on the Ethereum blockchain. Raiden Network transfer fees

are lower than on-chain transaction fees; instead of paying for

a global consensus, you only pay for forwarding peer-to-peer

consensus [40]. As Lightning Network, Raiden Network does

have some drawbacks and open issues; these include the

fact that Raiden transfers require some of your tokens to be

locked up (deposited) in a smart contract for the lifetime of

the payment channel, and that when multiple channels likely

open at the same time, payment channel deposits are expected

to be comparatively small, making it difficult to transfer large

amounts of tokens over the network of channels.

3) µRaiden

µRaiden (Micro Raiden) is a payment channel framework

for frequent, fast, and free ERC20 token-based micropay-

ments between two parties. It comes as a set of open source

libraries, documentation, and code examples for multiple

use cases. Whereas its parent network, Raiden, aims for

multihop transfers via a network of bidirectional payment

channels,µRaiden can already enable unidirectional payment

channels [69]. µRaiden relies on Ethereum’s own security;

only the sender and receiver, identified by their private keys,

are able to interact with their channel, both on-chain and

off-chain. µRaiden transfers are free. Only opening and clos-

ing payment channels incur standard Ethereum fees.µRaiden

is a promising solution for Ethereum’s micropayments,

but not without some drawbacks. For example, µRaiden

does not support multihop transfer fees, and therefore only

allows tokens to be sent unidirectionally to predetermined

receivers [69].

4) TRINITY

Trinity is a universal off-chain solution [70], adopting state

channel technology as an off-chain scaling solution for

Neo [71]. Trinity provides a series of solutions, such as proto-

col layer, free basic services, and incentives for value-added

service providers. More specifically, Trinity is applicable to

the blockchain transfer of Neo utox and NEP-5 standard

tokens. Trinity achieves scalability and privacy protection

of Neo assets through state channel technology [70], [71].

Technically, Trinity consists of four layers; Channel Service

Layer (CSL), Channel Network Layer (CNL), State Channel
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Layer (SCL), and Block Layer (BL). In addition to state chan-

nel technology, Trinity uses smart contract and implements

Proof-of-Assets (PoA) consensus [70], [71].

Table 4 shows a comparison between blockchain

payment systems and conventional payment systems (e.g.,

PayPal and MasterCard) in terms of transaction fees and

confirmation time. PayPal has a payment transaction fee of

5 % + $ 0.05 [112]; this incurs, for example, a total fee of

$ 0.1 for payment transfers of $1. MasterCard has a payment

transaction fee of 0.19% + 0.53 [116]. Payment transfers of

$1 would incur a total cost of $0.532. Bitcoin includes trans-

actions into blocks every ten minutes. Payments are widely

considered to be secure on Bitcoin after the confirmation of

six blocks, which takes about one hour. The Stellar-based

operation fee is 10−5 XLM [63], which is about $ 6 ×10−7.

Lightning Network payment transactions are free. Only the

opening and closing of payment channels incur standard fees.

These fees are differents for an off-chain solution to another

(e.g, Raiden Network requires $0.05 to open the channel and

the same amount to close it). All the fees are converted into

US dollars to facilitate the comparison between the different

payment systems.

TABLE 4. A comparison of transaction fees and time between
conventional payment systems (PayPal and MasterCard) and
blockchain payment systems.

VI. ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON OF EACH CATEGORY

In this section, we compare the scalability solutions covered

in this survey, in terms of performance, the type of applica-

tions they support, security (double spending), decentraliza-

tion, and their advantages and disadvantages. Tables 5 and 6

compare some common characteristics of each solution of the

scalability of the blockchain. Table 5 shows the advantages

and disadvantages of each solution, whereas Table 6 com-

pares these solutions in terms of throughput, latency, decen-

tralization and cost, as well as whether they are designed for

payment, and vulnerable to double spending. Finally, their

advantages and disadvantages are illustrated. The objective

of the scalability is to process a high number of transactions

per second in a rapid and cheap fashion, without sacrific-

ing security and the decentralization of the network. First

layer solutions struggle to achieve this objective; most of

these solutions increase the throughput by putting a lot of

transactions in a block and thus increasing the interval time.

Alternatives to PoW, such as DPoS, also succeed in solving

scalability bottlenecks. Even though they can process a high

number of transactions they lose in terms of security or

decentralization. For example EOS, which uses DPoS, only

has 21 nodes that are involved in the validation and creation

of blocks; indeed, a consensus between only 15 of the 21 val-

idators is sufficient to add a block to the blockchain. One of

most promising first layer solutions of scalability is sharding,

which solves throughput and latency problems at the same

time. However, sharding suffers from the security problem,

due to its 1% attack (i.e., the network is compromised if

only one shard is compromised); a good security analysis

is required to implement a sharding-based blockchain pro-

tocol. DAG-based blockchains increase the throughput with

no transaction cost. Unlike traditional blockchains, such as

Bitcoin, DAG-based blockchains do not need miners; they

are resistant to attacks from Quantum computers. However,

DAG-based blockchains have some drawbacks. They are

vulnerable to attacks such as double spending, and since

many DAG-based blockchains (such as IOTA) use a statisti-

cal analysis for transaction confirmation (e.g., Monte Carlo

simulations), there is no analysis to determine the number

of sample simulations that are necessary for a given trans-

action confirmation. Second layer solutions also succeed in

mitigating the scalability issues of the blockchain. Payment

channels solve throughput, latency and cost issues because

transactions are handled outside of the blockchain; however,

they suffer a number of limitations that include: (1) If two

participants need to exchange assets between each other, pay-

ment channels require both participants to be online during

the same transactions; (2) They require tokens to be locked in

the blockchain, before executing transactions; and (3) They

cannot be used for arbitrary applications. On the other hand,

sidechains allow a reduction of transaction costs and increase

transaction throughput. Unlike payment channels, sidechains

do not require participants to be online to process transac-

tions. In a broader sense, the main advantages of using second

layer solutions is that the main chain (i.e., first layer) does not

need to go through any structural changes because the second

layer is added as an extra layer. Thus, second layer solutions

have the potential to achieve high throughput without sac-

rificing network security. However, second layer solutions

introduce new security risks and challenges (e.g., Plasma) or

have a limited applicability (e.g., payment channels). This

being said, Blockchain developers are encouraged to move

as much work as possible from the main chain to the second

layer for best performance and cost.

Finally, an interesting idea is to combine first and second

layer solutions at the same time, or to combine two or more

first layer solutions for the purpose of solving/mitigating the

scalability issue. For example, Logos [10], aims to implement

Lightning Network with sharding.

VII. COMPARISON BETWEEN THIS PAPER AND EXISTING

SURVEYS

To the best of our knowledge, there is no thorough literature

review contribution covering the same concerns as our paper.

There exist a few related surveys in the open literature
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TABLE 5. Comparison among different approaches solutions of scalability based on their advantages and disadvantages.

[18]–[21]. Kim et al. [18] have categorized blockchain

scalability solutions into: (1) On-chain solutions; (2) Off-

chain solutions; (3) Side-chain solutions; (4) Child-chain

solutions; and (5) Inter-chain solutions. However, side-chain,

child-chain, and inter-chain solutions can be considered as

off-chain solutions because they all perform transactions

outside the main chain. Kim et al. [18] have provided

an analysis of existing solutions; however, the analysis

did not go deeper. Indeed, they neither covered nor com-

pared sharding-based blockchain protocols and DAG-based

blockchain protocols. Our work provides a different tax-

onomy, consisting of two layers: (1) First layer solutions,
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TABLE 6. Comparison of the blockchain scalability solutions based on their performances, cost, application, vulnerable to double spending, and
decentralization.

TABLE 7. Comparison between this work and existing surveys.

which include all solutions that propose modifications within

the blockchain structure (e.g., sharding-based blockchain

protocols and DAG-based blockchain protocols); and

(2) Second layer solutions, which propose mechanisms that

are implemented outside the blockchain (e.g., µRaiden [69],

Bitcoin RootStock [72]). This paper also provides a

detailed comparison among existing scalability solutions.

Yu et al. [19] present a systematic and comprehensive sur-

vey focusing on sharding in blockchain. Guangsheng et al.

present six well-known sharding-based blockchain protocols:

Elastico [4], OmniLedger [5], Monoxide [13], RapidChain

[6], Chainspace [16], and Ethereum sharding 2.0 [11]. These

protocols are characterized in terms of intra-consensus-

safety, cross-shard-atomicity, and general improvements.

However, many sharding-based blockchain protocols are

missing in their characterization and the scope of the

survey [19], is limited to the sharding solution. Here, there

is an exploration of more sharding-based blockchain proto-

cols as well as a proposed taxonomy of the sharding-based

blockchain protocols based on committee formation and

intra-committee consensus. Wang et al. [20] provide a sys-

tematic and comprehensive review of blockchain sharding

solutions. They present a general design of sharding-based

blockchain protocols and discuss key design challenges in

each component. These components are: (1) consensus pro-

tocols; (2) epoch randomness; (3) cross-shard transactions;

and (4) epoch reconfiguration. In addition, Wang et al. [20]

compare state-of-the-art sharding-based blockchain proto-

cols, which are RSCoin [100], Chainspace [16], Elastico [4],

OmniLedger [5], and RapidChain [6]. However, the scope

of the survey [20], is limited to the sharding-based solutions

and it only compares five sharding-based blockchain proto-

cols. Our work overviews more than fifteen sharding-based

blockchain protocols and provides a security analysis based

on computing the failure probability and years to fail.

Furthermore, our work studies all existing scalability solu-

tions. Zhou et al. [21] overview blockchain scalability solu-

tions and classify them into 3 layers: (1) Layer 1 solutions

(on-chain solutions) include block data, consensus, sharding,

as well as DAG-based blockchains; (2) Layer 2 solutions

(non on-Chain) include payment channels, sidechains, cross-

chains, and off-chains; and (3) Layer 0 solutions include

data propagation. However, the authors [21] do not cover

sharding-based solutions in detail; instead they explain

these solutions at a high level, without classification and

comparison. Furthermore, they do not cover all existing

sharding-based solutions. Finally, they do not consider secu-

rity analysis of these solutions. Our paper focuses on sharding

solutions (the most promising scalability solutions) and clas-

sifies sharding-based blockchain protocols into three cate-

gories: (1) Sharding-based PoW and PFT; (2) Sharding-based

PoS and PFT; and (3) Sharding-based on other consensus.

Our paper presents a performance-based comparative anal-

ysis (i.e., throughput and latency) of the advantages and

disadvantages of existing scalability solutions. Furthermore,

our paper provides findings (e.g., CoDAG [86], Stellar [63],

µRaiden [69], Bitcoin RootStock [72]) and insights (e.g.,

a comparison between conventional payment systems such

as PayPal and blockchain payments systems) that are not

covered in [21].
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VIII. CONCLUSION

This work surveys the most well-known solutions of the

scalability issue. We define a taxonomy in which we clas-

sify and survey these solutions by carefully discussing and

comparing their performances, strengths and weaknesses.

The first layer category includes all approaches that pro-

pose modification within the blockchain such as consensus

and data storage. The second layer category includes all

the approaches that propose modifications outside the chain.

To summarize, the present work introduces a performance-

based comparative analysis (i.e., throughput and latency),

and the advantages and disadvantages of existing scalability

solutions.
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